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De-Group Piling provide specialist design and 
build piling solutions to London developments with 
particular expertise in the following areas:

Applications

• Restricted height access (to as little as 2.7m headroom height)

• Restricted width access (to as little as 800mm width)

• Installation within existing basements/structures

• Trackside installation

• Challenging ground conditions

• Integrated piling attendance services

• Principal contractor or sub-contractor ability

• Rig hire - Hutte 203 and Hutte 204

INTRODUCTION
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CAPABILITIES

De-Group Piling is recognised as a specialist contractor for Central London restricted 
access piling works. De-Group Piling utilise the latest equipment and best materials to 
deliver successful programmes using trained and qualified personnel. With a modern fleet 
of Tier 4F rigs, our capabilities include both open site and restricted access piling, and 
offering the full package of attendances in-house that most piling contractors are unable 
to provide. De-Group Piling is a geotechnical design and build contractor; we specialise 
in restricted access micro and mini piles from 300mm up to 850mm in diameter in low 
headroom, CFA & SFA piling, to provide temporary or permanent compression or tension 
bearing piles, King Post walls, secant piled walls, contiguous piled walls, soil nailing, and 
ground anchorages (both bar and strand).

Restricted Access Piles also known as micro 
piles, or mini piles, can be installed up to 750mm in 
diameter in limited headroom with our high powered 
Hütte rigs. A mini pile is defined in the industry purely 
as being constructed using a piling rig that does not 
have a cab for the operator to work from. Pile depth 
is not necessarily constrained by headroom or mast 
length, as additional sections of auger can be added 
to the drill string to achieve design depth.  Piles 
can be constructed in 5m headroom up to 750mm 
diameter with our most powerful rig, and in as low 
as 2.7m headroom up to 450mm diameter with our 
smallest rig. 

Continuous Flight Auger (CFA) technique is 
one of the quietest piling solutions available and is 
virtually vibration free, making it ideal for working in 
close proximity to existing buildings, in residential or 
in environmentally sensitive areas. They can also be 
installed without the need for drill casing, or support 
fluid in both cohesive material such as clay and weak 
rock and non-cohesive and water bearing soils such 
as sand, gravels and glacial tills. Pile depth is generally 
limited by the length of the mast and a short auger 
extension.
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Sectional Flight Auger (SFA) technology is 
used in low head-room or very restricted projects, 
where a CFA or rotary rig cannot gain access. The 
piles are formed with the use of sectional lengths 
of hollow stem continuous flight auger in a similar 
manner to CFA piles, but the pile depth is not 
limited by the mast length.

King Post Walls, also known as Soldier Piles, may 
be used in a variety of retention applications, and 
different ground conditions. They can also be 
installed in limited headroom, by bolting the steel 
sections together in the bore.
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Secant pile walls are formed by constructing 
intersecting reinforced concrete piles. The hard 
(primary) secant piles are reinforced with either 
steel rebar or with steel beams and are constructed 
by either CFA augering or cased rotary drilling. 
A secant pile wall is a stiff wall structure with high 
resistance against horizontal earth pressure and 
water pressure. The horizontal wall deflections are 
small. It is – when correctly executed – a water 
bearing structure which is almost impermeable, 
and a water proofing/facing wall is often applied 
to provide a water-tight finish.

Contiguous pile walls are similar to secant, 
but without the pile interlock or soft secondary 
piles.  Small gaps remain between the piles, so this 
technique is not suitable for water retention, or 
where excavations are to take place below the 
water table.

Soil nailing is a construction technique that can 
be used as a remedial measure to treat unstable 
natural soil slopes or as a construction technique 
that allows the safe over-steepening of new or 
existing soil slopes. 

Ground Anchors are a means of providing 
horizontal or vertical tension support to a structure 
or wall, either by vertical or inclined drilling, with 
installation of a bar or strand anchorage with 
the load transferred along a “free length” to a 
founding “fixed” bond in soil or rock. Anchorages 
can provide temporary support up to 2 years, 
or permanent anchorages can be installed 
using double corrosion protection to the steel 
components with a 60 or 120 year design life. 
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De-Group Piling specialise in providing restricted access piling solutions as part of an 
integrated package of works or stand-alone service provision.
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• Restricted Access Piling

• Bearing Piles (SFA & Case and Auger up to 750mm dia.)

• Compression and Tension Piles

• King Post Piles

• Crane Base piles

• Secant piling

• Contiguous piled walls

• Ground anchorages and specialist grouting

• Soil nailing

Appointments

• Principal Contractor

• Sub-contractor

• Design and build

• Rig hire - Hutte 203 and Hutte 204

EXPERTISE
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Piling Rig

This is a small mini-piling rig with large diameter ambitions, successfully combining the 
ability to access and pile in the most restricted of locations while having the power to form 
piles to a depth of 24m and diameter of up to 450mm.

This Hütte rig is designed to install micro and mini piles of auger 
diameter up to 450mm, and temporary casing up to 508mm. In typical 
central London ground conditions, these can exceed 25m in depth, 
although an economic maximum depth of 23m is recommended.  
Smaller diameter piles can comfortably exceed 30m in depth.  All 
this from a rig that is able to pass through a standard doorway if 
required. The rig can operate up to 50m remote from the Tier 4F diesel 
powerpack without loss of power.  Piles can be formed within 2.7m of 
headroom and within 450mm of a boundary wall (corner situations 
additionally require 800mm to the side). 

ABOUT THE HBR 203

enquiries@de-grouppiling.com 020 7734 6655
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HBR 203

Key Benefits
- Perfect for basements and small restricted access sites

- Ultra-restricted access Secant and Contiguous walls

- Can pass through a standard door width of 800mm

- Safety cage in wing-guard mode for working adjacent to boundary wall

Special Features

Fully remote control 
operations

Tier 4F engine removes 
almost all particulates

Extendible tracks for 
improved stability

Telescopic mast to suit 
available headroom
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Technical Specifications

Machine Crawler Base
Overall width of 
undercarriage

740/1200 mm

Track Shoe Width 220 mm

Overall Tracks Length 1950 mm

Travel Speed 2 km/h 

Max. Gradability 20°

Ground Pressure 94 kPa or 13.6 psi

Powerpack PPD 110-4F

Cummins - Diesel Cummins - Dieselmotor - 
QSB4,5-TAA - Step 4F

Rated power at 2200 rpm 119 kW

Fuel tank capacity 190 l 

Hydraulic oil tank 
capacity

350 l 

Options
Winch 13 kN or 3,000 lbf

Electric motor 75 kW or 100 HP

Radio remote control

Rotary Head
Max Torque HG-28 - 27kNm

Clamping & Breaking Devices
Clamping Force 44,060 lbf - 196 kN

enquiries@de-grouppiling.com 020 7734 6655
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HBR 203

Weight
Machine Overall Weight * 7350 kg

Powerpack overall weight * 2700 kg

*Depending on mounted equipment

Mast Technical Data
Extraction Force 62 kN

Crowd Force 38 kN

Work crowd / extraction 
speed

10/16 m/min

Fast crowd / extraction 
speed

25/41 m/min
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Mast Movement & Options

enquiries@de-grouppiling.com 020 7734 6655
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HBR 203

Winch 13 kN or 3,000 lbf

Cat head with winch

Lateral Slide
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Piling Rig

ABOUT THE HBR 204 MP

This rig is defined as a minipiling rig simply because there is no cab for the operator. This 
19t rig is capable of drilling sectional flight auger piles from 450mm and up to 850mm 
diameter and can be fitted with a short mast for 5m headroom. Perfect for your typical 
London basement project where access for a CFA or rotary rig is not available.

This is a powerful rig that is head and shoulders above the competition 
for its size. With a massive 55kNm torque and 20t of extraction force, 
this rig will “case and auger” 600mm and 750mm diameter piles with 
ease. It will work extremely close to boundary walls to maximise the size 
of your basement development, and secant and contiguous piling is 
what makes this machine especially suited to London developments.

enquiries@de-grouppiling.com 020 7734 6655
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HBR 204 mp

Key Benefits
- Perfect for basements and restricted access sites

- Restricted access Secant and Contiguous walls

- Can track through 2.6m wide access or be lifted into your site

- Safety cage in wing-guard mode for working adjacent to boundary wall

- Headroom from 5m

Special Features

Fully remote control 
operations

Tier 4F engine removes 
almost all particulates 
and gives a drastic cut 

in nitrates of oxygen 
emissions

Rubber tracks for 
minimal damage to 

access roads

Short or long mast 
options for restricted 
or open headroom 

applications
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Technical Specifications

Hydraulic System Load Sensing
Hydraulic Pumps

Oil tank capacity Bio Oil - 390 l or 103 gal

Operating pressure 300 bar or 4,350 psi

Engine
Cummins - Diesel Cummins Diesel - QSB 6.7 

EPA/COM - EU Stage IV-F

Water cooled

Rated output at 2200 
rpm

168 kW

Fuel tank capacity Dieseltank - 300 l or 79 
gal

Clamping Devices B12
Diameter 324-610 mm / 610-880 mm 

Clamping force 196 kN/44,100 lbs

Crawler Base
Max. traction force 130 kN

Crawler speed max. 2,5 km/h or 1.5 mph

Ground pressure 50 kPa or 7.3 psi

Overall width 2400 mm

3-web track shoes 500 mm

Overall track lengths 3600 mm

Ground clearance 450 mm

Rotary Head
T5000 55 kNm

enquiries@de-grouppiling.com 020 7734 6655
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HBR 204 MP

Mast Technical Data
Overall mast length 11250 mm or 36.9 ft

Overall width 2606 mm or 7.2 ft

Overall height 3000 mm or 10ft

Weight 19500 kg

Dm 300
Extraction / Crowd Force 200 kN / 100 kN

Working speed Extraction / 
Crowd

25  m/min

Fast speed Extraction / 
Crowd

50 m/min
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Mast Movement & Options

Mast Version C
15° max. lateral limit for kinematic
10° with standard mast foot - B8 clamp

enquiries@de-grouppiling.com 020 7734 6655
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HBR 204 MP

Winch 20 kN

Lateral Slide - T5000

telescopic & 60° swinging cat head

Winch
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CASE STUDY 1

About the Project

The Old Pathology Building at St Barts is being demolished to 

allow the construction of a new facility, while retaining the 

Grade II listed façade. 

Deconstructs’ Piling Division were awarded a subcontract 

package to design, install and test piles to resist loads from 

this façade retention system.  Deconstruct are also separately 

responsible for designing and installing the base and the 

façade retention scheme and provided standard attendances 

to the piling operation.

The scheme required 8nr 508/450mm diameter piles to 26m 

depth, with both compression, horizontal and tension loading, 

installed using our Hütte 203 restricted access piling rig.

Project Title St Bartholomew’s Hospital

Value £300,000.00

Client 

11 Weeks

Kier / Nuffield Health

Duration

Nature Restricted Access Piling

Project Challenges

The scheme involved locating the piled base 

between an existing stairwell adjacent to the 

building and a London Plane tree, with all access 

through Henry VII Gate arch and past the 15th 

century Church of St Bartholomew the Less.  

Due to potential archaeology remains, the works 

were subject to a MOLA watching brief, and the 

piles also had to be positioned on site, to avoid 

any major roots from the adjacent tree.

On instruction from MOLA, the whole retention 

scheme had to be redesigned to be constructed 

completely above the existing ground level, 

which meant working from a raised piling platform 

constructed some 600mm high, with a reduced 

footprint of 4m x 6m, and a change in the tension 

loading brief increased the depth of the piles from 

a simple 18m, to 26m, taking us to the very limit of 

the piling rig’s capability. 

enquiries@de-grouppiling.com 020 7734 6655
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CASE STUDY 2
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About the Project

De-Group Piling were awarded the sub-contract package to 

deliver restricted access bearing piles and temporary crane 

base piles within the basement area at 16 Old Bailey. The new 

bearing piles will offer structural capacity to support the new 

reinforced concrete core and additional loads as a conse-

quence of the refurbishment. 

The tower crane base location was determined by the new 

building design and utilised a void throughout the building 

which was created by demolition ahead of our works. 36nr 

300mm diameter piles were installed to a depth of 18.5m 

to accommodate the tower crane which would facilitate 

the remainder of the refurbishment works at the project. 

New bearing piles were installed within a restricted access 

environment using our Hutte 203 rig. We were required to 

install these piles with a maximum headroom of 3.2m and as 

little as 2.7m at times. 

16 Old Bailey utilised a combination of site batched grout, 

created alongside rigorous batching procedures and testing 

and concrete plant supplied ready mix, pumped to location. 

Project Title 16 Old Bailey

Value £280,000.00

Client 

16 Weeks

Deconstruct UK Ltd

Duration

Nature Restricted Access Piling

Project Challenges

Access into the basement area was our first 

challenge to overcome. There was an existing 

car lift with a safe working load of 4.5 tonnes, the 

Hutte 203 weighs in excess of 7 tonnes, requiring 

us to dismantle the rig into manageable sizes to 

be transported to the work area. 

Throughout the course of the piling activities, 

we encountered unforeseen obstructions in 

the ground which in turn required 65-hours of 

obstruction drilling to ensure the piles could be 

constructed as designed. Tungsten carbide 

cutting shoes were utilised to ensure maximum 

efficiency through the obstructions, allowing 

works to continue. Our last challenge to face 

upon completion was removing our Hutte 203 rig. 

The new tower crane was erected in the location 

of the car lift that we utilised to mobilise the rig. 

This saw the piling rig dismantled again to allow 

numerous tower crane lifts out of the project, 

through bespoke lifting voids. 
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CASE STUDY 3

About the Project

De-Group piling were contracted to install 18nr, 300mm 

diameter piles up to depths of 25m to accommodate structural 

layout changes and additional column loads to bring the 

building to modern layout standards. Piles were installed in 

a restricted access environment with a maximum headroom 

of 2.7m. Our Hutte 203 rig was perfectly suited to the working 

conditions, generating maximum power output in challenging 

site environment. 

Pile grout was batched on-site, following rigorous batching 

procedures and QA testing and pumped to location into 

temporary cased piles. 

Our piling team achieved a maximum output of 3 piles a day 

at their peak. 

Project Title Green Park Hotel

Value £73,000.00

Client 

3 Weeks

Deconstruct UK Ltd / 
London & Regional

Duration

Nature Restricted Access Piling

Project Challenges

As with the majority of our projects, initial access 

into the building was our first hurdle to overcome. 

The piling rig was tracked into the building through 

the rear of Shepherds Market during the early 

hours of the morning to avoid disruption to the busy 

trade in the area. The opening was approximate 

1m wide and 2m in height, onto a 25 degree ramp 

leading directly into the basement area. 

Once into the working area, there were numerous 

piles that were a real challenge to locate the rig 

for piling. This was due to the tight nature of the 

basement area and existing structures preventing 

the mobilisation of the rig at pile locations. In 

some instances, there was less that 100mm 

clearance between the rear of the rig and existing 

brickwork structures.  As a consequence of the 

restricted access in the basement, De-Group 

piling were required to provide an alternative 

solution to powering the piling rig. We invested 

in 50m hydraulic lines to allow the power pack 

to be located remotely from the rig in a suitably 

ventilated location.

enquiries@de-grouppiling.com 020 7734 6655
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CASE STUDY 4

About the Project

De-Group piling were contracted by Volker Ground 

Engineering to provide foundations for additional flood 

defence capacity on the 3 Mills island located in Bromley-

By-Bow. The foundation installation included 140nr, 450mm 

diameter piles to depths of 7.5m allowing the construction 

of new flood defences to prevent downtime at the site in the 

future. 

De-Group piling were selected for this project due to the 

restrictions on imposed loadings as a consequence of piling 

activities. Our Hutte 203 and 204 piling rigs were ideally suited 

to the diameters and depths of piles whilst operating without 

overloading the existing flood defence wall. The existing 

structures added to the restricted access nature of these 

works. 

Throughout the works De-Group Piling encountered numerous 

unreinforced concrete obstructions up to 5m deep. De-Group 

Piling invested in the purchase of a core barrel of 510mm 

diameter to improve the rate of penetration through the 

unreinforced concrete obstruction. 

Project Title 3 Mills Studios

Value £300,000.00

Client 

10 Weeks

Volker Ground Engineering / London 
Legacy Development Corporation

Duration

Nature Restricted Access (SFA)

Project Challenges

Due to the nature of waterside works, sequencing 

of installation had to be carefully considered due 

to the requirement for a linear pattern of both 

installation and delivery of materials to the work 

face. This included the removal of soil as well as 

the delivery of ready mix concrete, pumped to 

location. 

The pumping of concrete was staged due to the 

distance between accessible unloading areas 

and the pile location, some 200m along the 

riverside. Concrete was pumped from a ready 

mix concrete lorry, into a tracked agitator with the 

remaining 100m accessed by the agitator only. 

All works were undertaken on a designed system 

of tracking mats to assist with spreading of track 

loads adjacent to the existing flood defence wall. 

Sleepers were required as we approach corners 

of the wall as traditional tracking mats were too 

large to achieve the radius.  
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